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We’re a regional creative agency that has been delivering integrated 360° campaigns
to the MENA markets for the past 19 years, focusing on delivering world-class content
with deep local insights. We are pioneers in creating content that engages,
captivates, and motivates the audience.
Our understanding of the GCC culture is unsurpassed, after all this is our culture, our
home, and our passion. Our content goes viral as it transcends being mere
advertisements, and our campaigns become a part of the day to day regional
colloquialism.
We’ve gone viral globally, with our content/campaigns becoming the number
#1 twitter hashtag worldwide.
UAE - KUWAIT

WE ARE CAVIAR

The minds behind Caviar’s creative and business leadership.
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Haitham Al-Hajji
CEO & Chief Creative Officer

Marwan Saab
MD & ECD

Fabian Pinto
ACD

With 19 years of experience in
the communication field,
Haitham has been the creative
force behind hundreds of the
most well known campaigns
around the region.

17 years of experience
across multiple continents,
have given Marwan a
unique level of experience
across creative, strategy,
and digital, brining all three
areas of expertise to help
some of the biggest brands
across the region.

"Team leader, artist and all
round nice guy”
Fabian is an integral part of
the creative juggernaut that
is Caviar, helping bring out
of this world concepts to life.

OUR
MENU
What • We • Do

WHAT WE OFFER

v
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Creative
The core of what we do, we deliver
strong creative ideas that resonate
with your audience.

Media & Amplification
We make sure your messages
reach your audience

Strategy
The foundation on which our
creativity stands. It all begins with
the right insights, and planning.

Analytics
Numbers don’t lie. We provide
you with all you need to better
understand what works.

Content
Content Is King, from full TVC
production to small digital videos,

Awards
We believe the reward is your
success, but it nice to have
others recognize your hard work.

Digital
We don’t just speak at your audience,
we connect and have conversations.

HOOKED
ON CAVIAR
Our • Partners

PARTNERS
WHAT
WE OFFER

We’ve served some of the biggest regional and international brands across the
From
strategies
& concepts,
content
GCC and
MENA region,
across ato
wide
variety of sectors.
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Banks • Ministries & GVT • Automotive • Entertainment • Health • FMCG •
Finance & Investment • Non-profit • Telecom • Sports • and many others.

Telco

Government

Banks & Finance

F&B

Automotive

Other

THE
CRITICS
AGREE
AWARDS • ACCOMPLISHMENTS

ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Our aim is always about delivering the best result for our partners, reaching their
audience, and ensuring a proper return on their investments, but it’s always nice to
be acknowledged by the industry.
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Google Lantern Awards 2016 (Link)

“

• Winner of The Lantern Award 2016 - VIVA Kuwait (view video)
• 4 out of the top 10 ads
Google Lantern Awards 2017 (Link)

Over 95 Million Video
Views & Over 4 Billion
impressions,1 Billion
coming in just 3 days

”

• Fifth Place - STC #MyCampaignForCharity (view video)

7th Best branded video in the world - 2014 (Link)
• Narzif Laha - Du Telecom (view video)

#1 Trending hashtag globally - 23 Sept, 2017
• نبايعك_يا_وطن#- STC
#1 Trending hashtag in the UAE for 5 days - 2014
• شكرا_حماة_الوطن# - Prime Minister’s Oﬃce (view video)

5th most watched video for a week - 2010
• Nabi Eediya - NBK (view video)

CASE
STUDIES
BRIEFS • SOLUTIONS • NUMBERS

click to play

VIVA - RAMADAN
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Case Study | VIVA Kuwait

“

VIVA Kuwait drives outstanding engagement
during Ramadan with a humorous two-part
video campaign for YouTube

Conventionally, brands have tended to run TV adverts and then repurpose them
for YouTube and print. Media and creative agencies Starcom Mediavest Group
and Caviar Creative took on a different approach for telecommunications service
provider VIVA Kuwait’s Ramadan activity: investing instead in made-for-YouTube
content. The campaign drew viewers in with a humorous two-part story built
around a locally relevant theme: guests losing their cookware after bringing food to
a friend’s home.

Goal
• Develop effective, creative campaign idea
suited to the digital world

Approach
• Launched made-for-YouTube campaign
• Produced two videos
• Served content sequentially

Results
• %94 completion rate for teaser video
• %100 completion rate for second video
• %26 overall view-through rate against MENA
benchmark of %15
• %50 organic views
• More than 60,000 views from searches within
Kuwait and across MENA
• Lantern award for most highly engaging video
ad on YouTube during Ramadan

““Use all your resources to make the story

“Go native: use all your resources to make the story local, relevant and close to
the heart of the target audience. In this case, sharing food is a big part of Kuwaiti
culture, but what’s more interesting is what happens AFTER the food is delivered,
and the odyssey that many a dish might take before being reunited with its rightful
owner,” says Haitham Al-Hajji, managing partner of creative agency Caviar Creative.
“Be brave and if you intend to be funny, really be funny. Don’t use half-measures or
compromise on your objective.”
By using sequential storytelling, the team created a situation for users to eagerly
anticipate what would happen next, in order to create high engagement within
social media channels. For other brands interested in adopting similar intelligent
methods, Mark Khoury, Client Managing Director at Starcom Mediavest Group,
explains in detail. “First, create
immediate awareness and
engagement with your target
audience: start big, buy smart
and go for high reach and
impact. Use a strategic, multiple
media touchpoint approach
shareability. Finally, maintaining
high user engagement is key to
success. Keep your eyes open
and optimize, optimize, optimize

Situation
Brand competition during Ramadan is at its peak, with everyone struggling to reach
the audience in a memorable and cost eﬀective manner. Viva Kuwait commissioned
Caviar to create a digitally lead campaign that would cut through the clutter and
speak directly to it’s audience.

VIVA Kuwait drives
outstanding
engagement during
Ramadan with a
humorous two-part
video campaign for
YouTube. - Google

Solution
Caviar created a two part video series based on a unique cultural insight and humor,
with our celebrities Haya and Amal arguing over lost dish during Ramadan. The
videos quickly resonated with the audience and even the lyrics (written by Caviar)
became part of the pop culture during Ramadan.

”

Goal
Develop eﬀective, creative campaign idea suited to the digital world
Approach
• Launched made-for-YouTube campaign
• Produced two videos
• Served content sequentially
Results
• 94% completion rate for teaser video
• 100% completion rate for second video
• 26% overall view-through rate against MENA benchmark of 15%
• 50% organic views
• More than 60,000 views from searches within Kuwait and across MENA

local, relevant, and close to the heart of the
target audience.”

needed will drive results.”

— Haitham Al-Hajji, Managing Partner, Caviar

Stellar engagement metrics show that the videos struck the right balance between
being short enough to keep viewers’ attention and long enough to create a
meaningful impression. The teaser video had a view completion rate of %94, while
“The value proposition on video advertising for the second part delivered a view completion rate of %100. The overall view-through
brands is simple: a better return on investment rate was %26 against the MENA benchmark of %15.
Creative

by minimizing waste and sending your message The campaign achieved %50 organic views and more than 60,000 views coming
to the right audience, at the right time.”
from people actively searching for the ad on YouTube, both within Kuwait and
— Mark Khoury, Client Managing Director,
Starcom Mediavest

across MENA countries. What’s more, it went on to win the Lantern award for
delivering the most highly engaging video ad on YouTube during the Ramadan
season.
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Winner of Googles Lantern award for highly engaging
video as on YouTube during Ramadan

ETISALAT - DATA BONANZA
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Situation
With multiple campaigns in the market running concurrently, Etisalat needed a
campaign that would be remembered in order to launch it’s new data oﬀering.
Solution
Caviar created a fun campaign based that had people singing along. The focal point
of the campaign was our larger than life Elvis style singer and the memorable song
we wrote for the campaign.
Goal
Though the campaign was a full ATL launch, digital channels where of specific
importance due to the nature of target audience. We where challenged to deliver
1,000,000 impressions in one day, and we delivered 1,495,115
Approach
• TVC
• Online & Oﬄine content
• Youtube ads
• Snapchat filters
Results
• Over 2.5 million youtube views
• Song and offer name stuck in millions of minds

SnapChat filters

Snapchat Results
• 1,495,115 Impressions - 495,115 over the KPI
• 16 second average play time
• 576,539 total reach
• 13-35+ age range of users to use our filter reach
• 25-34 main age group
• We reached a large number of women on snapchat than usual. At times
surpassing men by 3 folds

ETISALAT - DATA BONANZA
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“

Over 1.49 Million
impressions. 16 second
average play time.
576,539, total reach

”

STC - NATIONAL DAY
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Situation
Every Saudi brand will be fighting to reach the audience and to be seen as true
patriots in a very cultured media space, but the biggest problem is how to reach the
youth segment when your brand is seen as the dinosaur.
Solution
Speak directly to the publics emotions across all mediums and make sure we allow
them to participate and show oﬀ their patriotic pride. Digital is the ideal solution.
Goal
Though the campaign was a full ATL launch, digital channels where of specific
importance due to the nature of target audience. We where challenged to deliver
1,000,000 impressions in one day, and we delivered 1,495,115
Approach
• TVC
• Online & Oﬄine content
• Youtube ads
• Snapchat filters & ads
Results
• Over 3 million youtube views
• 72 million Geo-filter views
• 12 million Geo-filter swipes

STC - NATIONAL DAY
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Screen shots of ads & geo-filters Live

STC - NATIONAL DAY
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Video ads results breakdown

STC - NATIONAL DAY
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Geo-filters results breakdown

KEY
STRENGTH
Ramadan • National Day • Sports

Ramadan
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The holy month of Ramadan is an important cultural event in the region and a key
marketing period for brands.
The number of campaigns during Ramadan increase dramatically, creating a very
competitive environment for all brands across the MENA region, and the majority
of the competition is across video content. MENA is one of the fastest growing
video markets in the world, and the consumption habits growth exponentially
during the holy month.
We pride ourselves on having constantly delivered exception Ramadan
campaigns that often become part of the regional pop-culture.

National Day
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National pride is extremely high across the GCC, and the importance of the
National Day is only second to Ramadan in the hearts of the it’s citizens.
With every brand competing to share the celebration with the citizens, only a few
cut through the noise, even less are remembered, and only a few rare examples
become q symbol of national pride, brining together consumers and brand in true
celebration of their country.
With genuine local insights and knowledge, Caviar has created some of the most
authentically local national day campaigns that have gone viral globally.

Sports
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Sports is a universal language that inspires passion in it’s fans, making
professional athletes some of the most valuable brand ambassadors. They have a
strong impact on purchasing decisions and brand aﬃnity with their fans.
Caviar has played a key role in collaborating with sports events, athletes, and
consumer brands that are looking for sport/athlete sponsorships. We’ve created
exclusive campaigns for some of the regions best brands with many of the worlds
biggest athletes and most valuable sports teams such as, Real Madrid,
Manchester City, FC Barcelona, and many others.
By combining strong insights, often humor, and the sports world biggest names
we created unique campaigns that have gone viral and surpassed all expectations
and client KPIs.
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